
Love 2 Learn Community,

Three years ago Melyssa Zive came to Love 2 Learn’s leadership and proposed
a plan. Melyssa had started a little program in the summer of 2016 called
Destination Exploration, with 8 learners for 8 days. Destination Exploration is an
experience that: leaves our staff fulfilled, our clients making massive gains, and
our families in awe of the community they are surrounded by.

In Destination Exploration families utilize the OCTA access bus. The OCTA offers
a door to door ride anywhere in Orange County for a small fee. We often have
parents, siblings, and even grandparents ride along. Some of our more
memorable experiences have included experiences with: The Shea Riding
Center, California Pizza Kitchen, Caporia, Sawdust Art Festival, OC Circus Trix,
OC Fair, Fountain Valley Skate, Atlantis Park, John’s Incredible Pizza, Discovery
Cube, Boomers, Crown Valley Park, and Santa Ana River Lakes.

After seeing the magic that Melyssa created we agreed to carve out one work
day each week for 3 months to plan for our first Special Interest Groups and grow
Destination Exploration. It was a decision that matches our values; to invest in
ourselves, our community, our staff and Melyssa as a professional.  Three years
later, we have 42 plus children enjoying our Destination Exploration and 12
special interests groups planned for this fall that include: Lego Sports, Science
Experiments, Cooking, It’s a Girl’s Thing, Crafting, Film Making, Ballet, Young
Cooking, Love 2 Learn’s Got Talent, Junk Yard Creations, and Nature
Connection.

Some of our special interest groups end with events such as red carpet film
nights (film club) (pics), science fairs (pics) (science club), and 3 course meals
from our families (cooking).

Clinically, we often talk about the “Natural Environment” but then ABA programs
traditionally require children to be at home after school while all the other children
are out doing fun activities. Destination Exploration creates a rich and dynamic
backdrop for ABA to happen within. It provides the enrichment, culture,
community, and availability to peers and varying clinical eyes all at once. I would
propose that this is one of our children’s true “Natural Environments”. 

I write this not only to thank Melyssa and all the staff that have supported her vision
in building this program: but I share this story as an inspiration to you. Think about
what you love, share it with us: in our special interest groups or somewhere
else. You never know where you end up when you follow your passion.



AUGUST NEW HIRES

Welcome to the Team!

Tommy Vo, BI Orange County
Augustin Nguyen, BI Orange County
John Panganiban, BI Orange County

Magaly Duenas, BI San Diego
Maria Fehr, BI San Diego

Rieshel Cruz, BI Orange County
Daniel Arreguin, Client Coordinator
Gabriela Tellez, BI Orange County

Chelsea Barajas, BI Orange County
Summer Nguyen, BI Orange County
Reyna Gutierrez, Client Coordinator

Emily Todd, BI Orange County
Alexandra Graham, BI Orange County
Analidia Kensler, BI Orange County
Rosana Preciado, BI Orange County

Britni Glass, BI Orange County
Samantha Meeks, BI Orange County
Michelle Nguyen, BI Orange County

Denise Serna, BI Orange County
Bianca Bennejim, BI Orange County
Brenna Krivashei, BI Orange County

Cara Wein, BI Orange County
Jeanette Chatman, BI Orange County

Jolyne Dang, BI Orange County
Connor Mitchellweiler, BI Orange
County Annissa Adrian, BI Orange

County
Taylor Jones, BI Orange County

Christine Nash, BI Orange County
Brenda Woudenberg, COTA

EMPLOYEE HIGHLIGHTS

Love 2 Learn is grateful to have such amazing talent. Given our environment, we
understand sometimes you don't get to meet everyone on the team. This
employee highlight section is a chance to get to learn more about your colleagues
each month. We hope you learn something new and interesting about our
wonderful team!

Katelyn Chapin
Behavioral interventionist

What is your highest education completed?
Bachelors



What are your professional goals?
I want to go back to school to get my masters within the next couple years, I would
love to keep working in the field of ABA!

What specials skills, hobbies do you have?
Reading, writing, hiking, and Netflix. :)

Which Love 2 Learn Region do you work in?
Orange County

What makes your heart happy?
Being by the water on a sunny day or cuddled up on the couch with a good movie
on a rainy day.

Monty Shaw
Behavioral Interventionist

What is your highest education completed?
Bachelors

Are you currently in school now?
Chicago School of Psychology

What are your professional goals?
To operate and own my own ABA company.

Do you speak a second language?
Ik sprechkt Nederlands- Dutch

What specials skills, hobbies do you have?
Film, Writing, Painting, Research, Helping Others, etc.

Which Love 2 Learn Region do you work in?
Orange County

What makes your heart happy?
In New Zealand we have a saying, "4 by 2 with No. 8 Wire." The saying comes
from the colonial mindset my ancestors had. When something broke on the farm,



they would patch it up with a 4 by 2 piece of wood and hold it together with some
wire. It later transformed into a universal saying for when they lacked the proper
tools to fix a problem, they would find an unconventional solution. Words like,
"Broken" and "Unfixable", are band-aids until it is patched back together. During
World War Two, when American or British soldiers would discard their broken
equipment, New Zealand soldiers would find a means to fix it and use it.
Happiness for me is finding the unconventional solution to the "unfixable" that
inevitably arises everyday in this field. From saying "ninja hands" instead of "calm
hands", to speaking with an Outrageous French Accent to improve one's EESA
score. Everyone deserves to be "fixed" and found a use in life.

ALL STAR SHOUTOUTS

There's always room for a shoutout! Please take a moment to reply to this email
the next time you want to recognize a fellow employee for a job well done!

Howard Tsernov
Howard! Thanks for always being available when I need you for questions or
concerns regarding the 805 program. I appreciate all of the work you do for our
805 program!! You're much appreciated!
-Obed Leija

Rachel Harders
Rachel is amazing at supporting her staff, working out schedules, updating
programs, and working with families. She does her job with grace and integrity. I
really admire and appreciate her work ethic and positive, upbeat attitude. I can’t
wait to see her in the BCBA role and hope to be able to work more with her in the
future.
-Taylor

Joyce Cruz Augilera
Joyce, thanks for always being flexible and providing excellent services to our
learners and families. You are rocking it!
-Obed Leija

Abigail Ayala
Abigail you're rocking it out there in the field! Thanks for always staying on top of
your cases. You provide great support to families, learners, and staff. Keep up the
good work!!
-Obed Leija

Obie, Amanda, Jocelyn, & Lee
This truly is a dream team! Obie, you are so on top of everything and always
make sure your staff feels supported and work hard to make sure our learner is
making meaningful progress in their program goals. Amanda, you are awesome
with communication and collaboration. I appreciate your support, consistency and
most importantly dependability as it helps keep things running as smooth as
possible. Jocelyn and Lee I am very grateful for your flexibility and consistency you
have had with our learner, it is critical to their success and I am thankful to be a
part of such a great team.
-Anonymous

Sam Zaddack
I've been sitting in Sam's office the last couple of weeks and have observed how
the girl barely ever sits! She is always running around helping everyone! She is



seriously a jack of all trades! She helps so many people with so many tasks and
always gets it done with urgency! That girl gives this job ALL she has got and it is
beautiful to see. She has also gone above and beyond to make me feel
welcomed and supported! Super grateful for her and her amazing work ethic!
-Ashley

Rachel Harders
Words can not explain how much I appreciate all that you do for me and the Inland
Empire!! You have been through this first year by my side and helped me make it
the success that it is! Your amazing work ethic, strong clinical skills, motivation,
creativity, and daily phone calls have made me love having you on the team!
Thank you for all of your hard work and I can’t wait to celebrate you becoming a
BCBA!
-Laura Lozano

Lisa Gergen
Lisa did a fantastic job with New Employee Orientation!
-Maria Fehr

June M.
You are amazing at what you do! In the short time I’ve been working here, you
have demonstrated kindness, professionalism, understanding, empathy, and
many other traits. You took the time to get to know me on a personal level and
would make sure I was supported. It was your support, patience, and
understanding that helped me complete my M.S this month and for that I am
forever grateful! Thank you for being the “best of the best”!
-Erika Sanchez

Fiorella Hurtado
Fi, brings light into a room and clarity to situations. She is a major contributor to
Love 2 Learn, and deserves the recognition as such!
-Lisa Gergen

Becky Wiens
Becky is a superstar! Always the first to lend a helping hand to get things done.
She is the embodiment of teamwork and the perfect leader for training our new
staff. I'm so thankful to work with her and to know her!
-Samantha

Taylor Brooks
Taylor Brooks you are a powerhouse! Your eagerness to learn and conquer tasks
are unbelievable! I appreciate your hard work and the smile you keep on your
face while doing it. Thank you for being a natural leader!
-Tricia Wilkinson

Obed Leija
Obed is the best. His data sheets for learning tree are so organized and make my
life so much easier!! :)
-Joey Seagraves

Rosie B.
Thanks for always pushing me and believing me with our kiddos. You have seen
my growth since day one and have always told me how proud you are of me.
Thank you Rosie!
Your bestie at work- Marcos Lara

Melyssa Zive
Melyssa did a phenomenal job with Destination Exploration this summer! She put



so much hard work into it and it really paid off. From what I could see, every kiddo
and staff member had a blast! Thank you so much for the enormous effort you put
forth for our kiddos! I loved being a part of it!
-Anna Thorne

Thien Luu
Thank you for gifting Love 2 Learn with free advertisement on our local
Vietnamese radio station. It is greatly appreciated. I smile as I write this. Having
peeps on our team that do cool things like this out of pure love is what we are
about. Thank you again Thien!
-Renee Suss Keisman

UPCOMING EVENTS

Parent Workshop | Saturday, September 15th, 10AM - 12PM
Who Let the Dogs In?

Led by Taylor Brooks, BCBA, this parent workshop will explore the benefits of pet
ownership for special needs children and tips on incorporating pets into the

home. Please share this one of a kind event with your families!

RSVP HERE

Speaker Series | September 14th, 10:30AM
How Dosage Variance Impacts the Payor, the Practitioner and the ABA Industry 

at Large

Please join us for a round table (room) discussion about How Dosage Variance

https://www.l2lconsulting.com/events/parent-workshop-fire-department-sirens-lights-exposure


Impacts the Payor, the Practitioner and the ABA Industry at Large. 

Renee Keisman and Becky Wiens will provide a sneak peek at some of the data
from their most recent study, that was just approved by an independent IRB. 

Honored friends and guests of Love 2 Learn who also represent payors will weigh
in on the discussion. 

 
A light healthy lunch is provided following the event for all who RSVP.

RSVP HERE

AUGUST BIRTHDAYS

Shannon Bass 8/3
Anna Thorne 8/4

Jocelyne Gerardo 8/4
Marcos Lara 8/7

Juan Morante 8/10
Erika Sanchez 8/12

Jazmine Patterson 8/13
Rebecca Wiens 8/15

Jacquelyn Vargas 8/17
Jeaneth Belmonte 8/18

Alexandra Mateu-Martin 8/19
Ebony Pannell 8/20

Vanessa Buelna 8/23
Marlee Wier 8/24
Eric Angel 8/25
Ha Nguyen 8/26

Wynnette Sanchez 8/26
Mariela Ventura 8/29

Ruben Rodriguez 8/30
Denise De Anda 8/31

Joanne Wenceslao 8/31

AUGUST WORK ANNIVERSARIES

Ruben Rodriguez 7 years
Alexander Mastrovito 6 years

Michelle Sabino 6 years
Joanna Godinez 5 years

Amy Alvarez 4 years
Vanessa Buelna 4 years

Chau Bui 3 years

Lisa O'neil 3 years
Michelle Saafir 3 years
Nhu Nguyen 3 years
Trang Tieu 2 years
Ileana Lugo 1 year

Maddalena Di Pietro 1 year
Maria Aguilar 1 years
Tiffany Ziebol1 years

LOVE 2 LEARN

STAY CONNECTED

     

https://www.l2lconsulting.com/events/how-dosage-variance-impacts-the-payor-the-practitioner-and-the-aba-industry-at-large
https://www.facebook.com/Love2LearnConsulting/
https://twitter.com/L2LTherapies
https://www.instagram.com/love2learn_hb/

